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You can enjoy the entertainments at Tajima airport! 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

①You can get to Tajima Airport in as little as 2 hours! 
      For example,when you leave Haneda AP at 7:25, you can arrive at Tajima AP at 9:30. 
      (You have to transfer to a connecting flight to Tajima at Itami airport) 
 

②You can arrive at Tajima Airport without getting out from Airport! 
  (For visitors arriving directly from international flights) 

    ・International flights arrive at Terminal 3 of Haneda Airport. 
    ・After processing at the domestic connection counter of T3 Haneda,  
      you transfer to the domestic flight. 
    For more details, please check airlines’ website. 
      (If you take JAL flight, please scan QR code on the right) 
 

③You can access main destinations by bus! 
   ・We provide regular buses that goes to the other destinations from Airport. 
  ・Buses are arranged by the time you will arrive. 
 
 
 
 
 
   ④You can travel to airports all around the country via Itami Airport! 
     (For travelers departing from Tajima Airport) 

 ・Itami Airport has 26 domestic flights, which take you to other Japanese destinations 
     such as Chitose(Hokkaido)、Naha(Okinawa), Fukuoka, and so on. 
 

⑤Enjoy unique entertainments at Tajima Airport! 
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Airport 
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Advantages of Tajima Airport (Hyogo Prefecture) 

 
・Price:50,000yen(As of Oct 1,2023)  
・It is not available during the winter 

season.  
・It may be cancelled due to weather 

conditions. 
・Limited to English speakers. 

 
・You can enjoy the BBQ by the 

runway.  
・This site offer camping gear 

rentals and food supplies for sale.  
・This campsite is operated on a 

seasonal basis. 

 
・Japanese beef(Wagyu) and seasonal 

foods are provided.  
・operating hours:  

Lunch:11:00∼15:00 
Dinner:17:00∼21:00(Reservation-only) 

 

【bus fare (Cash Only)】 
  to JR Toyooka Sta :  

Adults 320yen /Children 160yen  
  to Kinosaki Onsen:  

Adults 500yen /Children 250yen 

Tandem Skydiving Campsite by Airport  Restaurant(Jet Stream) 

・Flight fare (As of October 1, 2023)  
・Tokyo(Haneda) ∼ Osaka(Itami) : 7,700yen∼ ※Round-trip:15,400yen∼   
  Osaka(Itami)  ∼ Tajima  : 7,700yen∼ ※Round-trip:15,400yen∼ 
・You can purchase discount tickets(Japan Explorer Pass provided JAL)  

even if you take Non-JAL Flight when you come in Japan. 
 
・Alternative transportation  

In case of flight cancellation, alternative transportation is available. 

Other Information 

details on  
Japan Explorer Pass 

details on  
alternative transportation 
 


